WordPress for Weans
Where I am coming from

@johnjohnston primary teacher by trade
Curriculum for Excellence

encapsulated in the four capacities - to enable each child or young person to be

• a successful learner
• a confident individual
• a responsible citizen
• and an effective contributor.
Our P7 Blog,

GPS SENSATIONAL SEvens!

Hello and welcome to Gourock Primary School's P7 Class Blog Inverclyde. Check back regularly to see what we have been up to! This Blog is updated by P7 pupils and Mrs Hunter. Follow us on Twitter: @MrsAndreaHunter
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WHY BLOG?
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we think that blogging is a good idea because it allows us to **share** our ideas with others, so they can be **inspired** by our ideas too. Also, it allows us to **reflect** on, **talk** about and **share our learning with the world**. Blogging helps us become **better writers** because it is not just our teacher Mrs Hunter that gets to write on it, **we write posts too**.
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So what do you do with >140,000 WP 2.9.2 blogs?
Stick to WordPress
Get Smart People
hundreds of new blogs/week
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10 year olds blogging about cakes
- The teacher who reported the problem
- The Testers contracted to the Scottish Government
- The RM Help Desk who are the first point of contact for Glow fault
- The Developers from Automattic working for Glow
- WordPress developers who have nothing to do with and likely no knowledge of Glow
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